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Aigues Mortes
Ancient times and ancient usage
real rough manners and real rough men
Aigues Mortes - the place where the dead
Aigues Mortes - sleep by the shore
rapacious pirates and vicious rascals
doing their foul work out here
ships and vessels passin´ by
hundreds of eyes observin´ the scene
ready for assault, don´t you try
to crosss their way it might be your last act
dead waters and corpses never found
Aigues Mortes - eternal graveyard
try to escape if you can ...
Aigues Mortes - the place where the dead
Aigues Mortes - sleep by the shore
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Blasphemy
Black and dirty Rock'n Roll
Satan's music kills your soul
takin' you to black HELL
that's what church wants you to tell
Ref.:
Listen to this music
feel the power grow
but this is Blasphemy
Satan's gonna rip your soul
Metal is your true conviction
Livin' in complete addiction
all fans are full of perspiration
in every town, in every nation
Ref.
So I tried the other way
listened to some church chorals
but I feel nothing
I didn't become a good christ
Black and dirty Rock'n Roll
Satan's music kills your soul
takin' you to black HELL
that's what church wants you to tell
Ref.:
Listen to this music
feel the power grow
but this ain't Blasphemy
nothing occupied my soul
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Black Reaver
Seekin´and searchin´, we´d been doin´all right
the map was true, we found the cave
We made it across a floor filled with bones
but suddenly something strange in this grave
grabbin´ the cup and there was
a sound that I´ve heard never before
an axe stickin´through and dividing in two
this huge and massive metal door
Black his armor - Shield and Sword
Darker than the - Soil of the Pale
Sound of the Steps - Nightmare
The Black Reaver
His eyes glowin´ red, nothing to stop this curse
Desacration of the temple, pain is gettin´ worse
I´ll kill you, can´t you see, damned eternally
Don´t you try to get away, the only chance for you is pray
Black his armor - Shield and Sword
Darker than the - Soil of the Pale
Sound of the Steps - Nightmare
The Black Reaver
I´ve never seen him again face to face
But I see him often in my worst dreams
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Cave Of The Doomed
Darkness - there's no light, tormentors, Hell Fires burn
Father - this wasn't right, help me, I'll take a turn
Promises - unfulfilled, just pain, torture and death
My body - in decay, I'm about to do my final breath
Chamber - full of blood
Torture - makes me rot
Pain - infernal agony
God - help me, set me free !
Our father which art in heaven
Hallowed be thy name
Thy kingdom come
Thy will be done
in earth, as in heaven
Give us this day our daily bread
And forgive us our debts
as we forgive our debtors
And lead us not into temptation
but deliver us from evil
For thine is the kingdom
and the power
and the glory, forever, Amen
Evil - lurks behind
Lucifer - whispers my name
but a Flash - a sudden light
Praise God - my soul will rise
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Chaos
God stands to my left
Satan on the right
Aspirant to eternal life
Heaven or hell, for mine they fight
Come with me, I'll show you
things never seen, let my love run through
Eternal fire and eternal lust
do what you like, nothing you must
Ref.:
Chaos, vermicular - versatile
Chaos, Desaster - down to Hell
I have to make my choice
Demons whisperin voice
guess I'll join this way
Hell and chaos I will pray
Ref.:
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Circus of Lunacy
Time goes by and you perceive
Clowns' faces everywhere
World around you's maddening
Hell - what happened?
White clothed people came
got me in a padded cellI
guess I'll slip the mortal coil
if I don't get away from here
Ref.:
Enter - Circus of Lunacy
Prepare - That you'll never be set free
Trapped - behind barred doors
Frenzy - Lunacy
My father tells me ’Dear Son,
I hope you know what you have done
drove our family in disgrace
I'm gonna spit right in your face’
Ref.
I'm mad but I like it
delusions took effect
now I see myself
as a genius in disguise
Ref.
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Daargesin
There was a wolf called Daargesin
he never had to hide
born to lead his Tribe
fighting every night
The Herdsman God lent his wings to him
played his evil song
For Those Who Hear This Melody
Shall Obtain Lots Of Prey
Ref.:
For nourishment run Daargesin
run through the night
In the twilight of the Herdsman God
and his evil song you fight
And two-legs came from the other side
malevolence in their eyes
just killed for fun and war of conquest
Tribes had to pay their price
But the wolf called Daargesin
white Thyri and the other Tribe
cryptic and methodical
with an ambush won the fight
Ref.
The melody is still alive
in Daargesins evil sound
The power of Herdsmans melody
howling all around
So believe in God and Daargesin
For Those Who Hear This Melody
Shall Obtain Lots Of Prey
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The Death
Life ends, deadly pain
will you die in dignity?
meet the final jurisdiction
mercyless death stares at thee
Valuing those deeds of honour
appreciating all the evil thoughts
stay with god in heaven,
or descend to Satan, Hades' Lord
I have obeyed
served my master
it was my fate
makes my quest turn to desaster
No one asked what it was destined
in blind submission you never questioned
I didn't commit adultery
from my marriage to our separation
also did I prove parental quality,
made my sons become good servants of our nation
Your countless thoughts
of having women
will surely ruin
your reckons of proceeding bestowal
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Demons Dance
Gossip was spread that someone had knowledge of cryptic volume
sand even the forbidden books of the Arabs
Gossip spoke of long forgotten mysteries
far, far too malign to bear
Ref.:
Warnings ignored - Doe not call anyYou cannot put downe
'causeMaybe This Summons a Dance of the Demons
Digging the graveyards, seek the long dead
how many specimen waysted to hit the right mode
no part must be missin' to prepare the Saltes
the essence of ashes of dead humans' dust
Someone was climbing down a malodorous gulf
following doom-dragged howling and whining
from hellish outrages of nature which are not meant to be
because something was missing - possibly a bit of ashes?
In the dead of the night ultimate horror bursts out
unleashed by black magicians' invocation
Ref. twice
Something dark was leaping up and down
at the bottom of what is deeper than the pit
It's one of the greater which doesn't wish to answer - what a pity for
you
It calls in turn somewhat against you
a chill wind is bringing intolerable stench
A voice sounding out of the sky, musical, powerful
but evil as the forbidden cantations
spreading out fear, horror, death
by demoniac intonations
and ending in sardonical, hysterical laughter
Ref.
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Dracul
Have You ever travelled - Northern Transylvania
You know - Dracul
He sleeps at day, he´s out at night
He´s just comin´ for your delight
Black Tears of mine - travel in time
Black blood inside - DRACOOL
the sky is ruddy, your fate is bloody, tonight
He´s gonna meet you and then he´ll eat you, here comes Dracul
Ref.
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Dreams beyond Reality
Sunday Night and your delight
too much beer and Heavy Sound
Now you´re lying on your bed
everything´s spinning round
No one could stop you for tonight
alcohol and extacy
but a flash, a sudden light
calls DREAMS BEYOND REALITY
Unholy ghostly creatures, creepin´in the night
and carry you inside a fortress of the dead
risin´ Dreams Beyond Reality´
Feel the grudge of Lucifer
the grudge within your pain
foreboding in your brain
Fantasy - Agony - risin´Dreams Beyond Reality
You prepare for to die
and to do your final breath
but wakin´up at nine
preserved you from a sudden death
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El Coyote
Your mother was a slut - El Coyote
and you never forgot - El Coyote
all the pain - like fire - El Coyote
and vicious desire - El Coyote
now - alone you stand - El Coyote
a gun in your hand - El Coyote
now the others shall feel - El Coyote
your obsession is real

a lonely man in the night - El Coyote
feeling delight - El Coyote
do direct your pain - El Coyote
to another brain
now can´t you hear - El Coyote
your end is near - El Coyote
c´on and make your peace - El Coyote
you were a disease
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I Hate You
Honey, sorry, it's over now
nothing lasts forever as you know
we should stay friends in every case
why do you talk so much - scum ?
When did you ever be honest
cheating was your way of having fun
humongonous number of people you annoyed
Deceiver - Dirty Bitches' Son
Ref.:
I hate you - Fuck Off - You are the bottom of lower class
I hate you - Fuck off - never cross my way again
It's hard to admit that I did really love you
but It's true, I would have died for you
You did never account on my feelings
Hell, but I'm gonna make you pay
Ref.
You should compare yourself with a bedbug
but against you a bedbug's got class
hate is like an edgy rusty knife
and now I'm gonna ram it up your ass
Ref.
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In Nomine ...
We are the holy Fighters
fightin´under God
The holy cross within´our hand
our message to opress the land
Father gave us weapons
Father gave us strength
Non - Believers got to die
we fight until the end
And they are ridin´
Don´t know fear
And they are fightin´
In Nomine Patri et Filii et Spiritus Sancti
Destroyin´ and killin´ in the name of God
Blood and fire everywhere
I hear children cryin´, there´s no sorrow
" ´cause we´ll persuade them, if they won´t follow"
And they are ridin´
Don´t know fear
And they are fightin´
In Nomine Patri et Filii et Spiritus Sancti
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Maggots
If the hunger tortures you like hell
don't you forget the frequenters in your house
bloated and hideous, pale-white and gluttunous
You certainly aren't hungry any more
You scream as you see them in your fridge
eating through your favourite bacon
paralysed you watch and hold your breath
malign beings
I'll kill you molluscs, your last hours of life have come
I'll drive you down the toilet flush before you bring about even worse
Dead flesh is what they feed upon
carrion devourers - Maggots Maggots
Dead flesh is what they feed upon
carrion devourers - Maggots Maggots
You got rid of them that day
but uncertainty persecutes you
could some of them manage to stay
could some of them make to push them through
I'll kill you molluscs, your last hours of life have come
I'll drive you down the toilet flush before you bring about even worse
I'll trust in my accuracy, tons of detergents really should do their job
but I feel something crawling inside, I do not deserve this any more
Is this real ? - could this be, someone save me from these
Maggots Maggots
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Mendacity
People walkin'on the streets
They don't know that they are creep's
lookin' just right on their way
never able for a stay
Take precautions in their life
fightin'only for own rights
lying everywhere and every time
out of their mouth - just slime
Truth - playin' no role in their life
Justice - wrong in this place
Permissiveness - is what they need
Mendacity - The lifestyle of those people
Lyers are all around you
stay by side and surround you
Take good care of yourself
or you might be shelved
Mendacity - It occupies you
Mendacity - has command of you
Mendacity - is all around you
Mendacity - surroundin' you forever
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Misanthropic Attitude
Psychopath - one black Friday
Psychopath - a Psychopath was born
Psychopath -poor little kid
Psychopath
Your remarks express
that you love pain and distress
a dying man's delight,
screamin' in fright
You like to be the only person in this world
You and your Misanthropic Attitude
But you're slim and your thin,
an inferior civil servant
never known the feeling
to get anything you wanted
but in your dreams, ruthless,
you achieve your desire
You had a vision of yourself as a lord
over wasteland goodforsaken,
without any of your kind
no repellant human wastebins
- top of evolution
you're alone, your own ruler,
independent, almost godlike
Adapted at your working place,
visual you're average
Thoughts of vengeance and disgrace
that's what you can't afford right now
all your colleages laugh at you,
you're a loser, aren't you
but your vengeance will be cruel,
arrogance will turn to fear and pain
You visionary - grow up and be a man
You visionary - grow up and be a man
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Psychopath - you poor little kid
Psychopath - want to be president?
Psychopath -you visionary
Psychopath - better grow up, be a man
Psychopath - you were a danger too great
Psychopath - had blown up the earth
Psychopath - you just had to be killed
Psychopath - a murderuos task it was worth
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My Best Friend´s Agony
I stare in thy empty eyes
though I can´t deny
how must your life have been ?
hopeless, cruel and mean ?
But this came to an end
tell me you are my friend
show me you´re a man
just move, if you can !
Release me in pain
Think I´m gonna die
can´t scream in vain
just tell me - why ?
Beautiful bloody creature
will soon meet you
When we arrive in hell
tell me, can´t you tell ?
I still stare in thy empty eyes
there´s still a little life
but in short time, then
I´ll be alone again
Ref.
now do your final breath
get ready for the death
but I don´t understand
why there´s blood on my hand - now
you stare in my empty eyes
and I don´t know why
things have changed like this
think I´m gonna die
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Paranoya
You like to see movies and films
just normal stuff and rubbish
But one day there's an interestin' offer
it's called Nightmare
like a power from beyond
grasping the tape
pulled by invisible ropes
Alone in the night, there's nobody home
starting to gaze, what is goin' on?
A man who likes to rip little kids
no sympathy, just disgust, rising fear
Paranoya - who's Freddy
Is he real or just a dream?
Death waits everywhere
boys in wheelchair
thrown to the wall,
pulling out four veins
just like a puppet he's led into death
cruel things you see
and now you fall asleep !
A metallic glove - Freddy?
He's right at your bed
Cold sweat runnin' down
in panic you're clad
waking up again, hell what a dream
still alive, better forget what you've seen
everything'd be all right, if there wasn't one strange thing
a bloody scratch on your arm, what could this have been?
Paranoya - who's Freddy
Is he real or just a dream?
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Powersound Tractor
Drivin' out of the garage
Powersound Tractor's my emperor
drive me mad, he's the lord
listen to his motor's roar
Powersound Tractor
- drivin'me insane watch how he's plowing
over my big field
never stops on his way
to disaster he will yield
Ref.
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Skulltety's Eve
Wicked lookin'people with lots and lots of beer
malice prepence in their eyes, gonna drink it here
Frail and old observers -fear- the end is near
a ceremony to be celebrated every year
Skulltety's Eve
- has just begun A skull is filled with some kind of liquid
handed round in this rampant circle
Pariahs of society - relish
some kind of prophet dancin'round the hellish fire
Ref.
And the day after, observers came to see
what was going on, was it just Skulltety?
The smell of scorched grass
some empty cans of beer
Nobody knows, no one could believe
the entire course of Skulltety's Eve
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Stonehenge
If you are interested in mysterious places
and you really seek to explore the unknown
if one likes moments of tension
and doesn't fear any evil powers
Stonehenge - mysterious places
Stonehenge - hours of horror
Stonehenge - electric powers?
Stonehenge - no time for sorrow
At home in your cellar, usually night time
preparing some gadgets for success of the plan
travel to Stonehenge, unpack the tools
holding them right in your damned hands
Time passes by, eternal seconds
but what the fuck is this, feel a strange power
an electric shock throws you to the ground
with the next morning light
exhausted you are found
Ref.
You travel to Stonehenge,
are the one who dares
technical experiments,
no one even cares
Now you got an impression
of mystic, evil powers
never to be forgotten,
painful, you're almost rotten
Although there was success
better don't interfere
in mystic proceedings
man doesn't understand
Ref.
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Stranger
One day a man came up to me
he seemed so poor to be
and I gave him Hospitality
In russet mantle clad
gave me all he had
Though I was not afraid
but in the night, cloudly moonlight
he raises up and starts to pray
satanic voice, out of a grave ?
mystic rites, my blood runs cold
next day is calm again and
he becomes my friend
but I couldn´t see -- Reality
Fire - Demons - silent - whisper my name
Black - Rain - fallin - am I insane ?
Hundreds of prayers - hope they will help me
Thousands of angels that´s what I need
I feel the pain
I´ll die in flames
kill my soul
my head will fall
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Tell Me Thy Name
One day I was walking down the street
a man came up to me and he
asked me ´can you help me out of
my disaster ´cause I don´t know the way --I will tell you who I am if you tell me who you are
and so I will explain the pity so far
Achin´ fire - in my head - my desire - from the dead
and I roam - in the night - aimless
I have to go - where no one dares - I don´t know - no one cares
graveyards - and unknown places - the dead and - their dead faces
OOOhhh ...
let me know a little more, more about your destination
I will tell you who I am if you |: tell me who you are :|
seeking and searching my eyes without sorrow
´til morning light will shine
crushing them bones desacration of your dead
´til demons, the demons arise
Hesitation - no solution - for a life - of my race
In my eyes - paradise - deliverance
the saviour - of your world - awaits you - soon
so come on - move your ass - you wicked - vermin
OOOhhh ...
now I tell you who I am and |: I know who you are :|
there´s no reason why I should even help you |: so far :|
time passes by and the morning has broken
you wimp, come to an end
I´ll be the master of hell and disaster why don´t you just
tell me my name ? tell me my name !
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The Unnable Being
Midnight, an ancient graveyard, servin´ for a willow´s nourishment
Roumors ´bout soul-sickening proceedings, a hideous shadow
carved into the window pane
Incantations of Black Magic, Procreation of Something Evil
More a Beast than a man, cursed in an ancient mansonry
An innocent child, curious for ancient memories
roamin´ to the sealed attic chamber
sealed by bolts and witchcraft
behind lurks the UNNAMEABLE BEING
Incantations of Black Magic, Procreation of Something Evil
More a Beast than a man, cursed for Eternity
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The Yawn
Since ancient times I could remember
I always had to fall to slumber
without taking that deep breath
this very last lunatic - Yawn
The Yawn
In millions of those sublunary dreams
and endless maddenin' visions I have seen
what would be happenin' with me
a prey of the creepin' chaos from outer space I'll be
In the dead of one damned night
suddenly caught by ultimate fright
this fatal feeling crawling up my spine
now I've got to yawn
please, pray for mine
A frantic drivin' agony splittin' in my brain
the last yawn came with pain
so unnamably perverse
a crack ran through the universe
Paralyzed and dizzy I had to gaze
at the disunion of the galaxies
I was wrapped in a cloud of eternal night
and only could perceive the abyss
full of pitchy darkness
The feeble whining of morbid pipes
creepin' in my mind
in the center blind and dumb and hungry
the creepin' chaos longin' for me
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